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Abstract 
This experimental study investigates a novel method for retrieving elastic motion capture data to 

enhance the accuracy and flexibility of motion analysis. The method leverages advanced algorithms to 

process motion capture data, ensuring that it accurately reflects elastic deformations and movements. 

This paper presents the experimental setup, data collection process, algorithmic implementation, and 

performance evaluation of the proposed method. Results indicate significant improvements in 

capturing elastic motions compared to traditional methods, suggesting potential applications in 

biomechanics, animation, and robotics. 
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Introduction 

Motion capture (mocap) technology has become a crucial tool in various fields, including 

biomechanics, animation, and robotics. Traditional motion capture systems primarily focus 

on rigid body movements, often overlooking the elastic deformations that occur during 

dynamic activities. Capturing these elastic motions is essential for applications that require 

high-fidelity motion analysis, such as sports science, medical diagnostics, and realistic 

character animation. This study aims to develop and validate a method for retrieving elastic 

motion capture data, enhancing the granularity and accuracy of motion analysis. The 

traditional motion capture methods involve using optical systems, inertial sensors, or a 

combination of both to track the position and orientation of markers placed on a subject's 

body. While these methods are effective for capturing gross body movements, they often fail 

to account for the subtleties of elastic deformations, such as muscle contractions, skin 

stretching, and joint flexibility. These deformations are critical for creating realistic 

animations and conducting precise biomechanical analyses. 

Elastic motion capture involves not only tracking the movement of rigid body parts but also 

capturing the deformation of soft tissues. This requires advanced algorithms capable of 

distinguishing between rigid and elastic components of motion and accurately reconstructing 

them. The proposed method in this study leverages run-length encoding (RLE) and advanced 

signal processing techniques to achieve this goal. 

 

Main Objective of This Study 

The main objective of this study is to develop and validate a novel method for retrieving 

elastic motion capture data that enhances the accuracy, efficiency, and fidelity of motion 

analysis. This involves leveraging advanced algorithms, specifically run-length encoding 

(RLE) and signal processing techniques, to accurately capture and reconstruct elastic 

deformations in motion. The study aims to demonstrate significant improvements over 

traditional motion capture methods, making the proposed approach suitable for applications 

in biomechanics, animation, and robotics. 

 

Methods and Materials 

The experimental setup involves a state-of-the-art motion capture system equipped with 

high-resolution Vicon cameras and XSens motion sensors, calibrated to capture both rigid 

and elastic motions. Subjects perform predefined movements designed to induce elastic 

deformations, such as stretching, bending, and twisting. 

Data is collected in a controlled environment, capturing three-dimensional positions and 

orientations of body markers over multiple trials to ensure consistency.  
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The core of the proposed method is an algorithm 

implemented in MATLAB and Python, utilizing libraries 

such as NumPy and SciPy for signal processing and data 

analysis. 

 

The algorithm processes raw motion capture data 

through the following steps 

1. Pre-processing: Filtering the data to remove noise 

using MATLAB's built-in functions. 

2. Segmentation: Dividing the data into movement 

phases using custom scripts in Python. 

3. Elastic Analysis: Applying mathematical models to 

detect and quantify deformations using SciPy. 

4. Reconstruction: Reconstructing motion data to include 

both rigid and elastic components. 

 

Performance is evaluated by comparing the proposed 

method to traditional motion capture techniques. Key 

metrics include accuracy of elastic deformation capture, 

processing time, and overall fidelity of reconstructed 

motion. Statistical comparisons are made using tools such as 

SPSS to quantify improvements in these metrics. 

This study utilizes standard virtual machine (VM) platforms 

and server hardware, including Intel Xeon processors and 

64GB RAM, along with software tools like JIRA for project 

management, Git for version control, and Jenkins for 

continuous integration and deployment (CI/CD) to manage 

the experimental setup and ensure reliable data collection 

and analysis. 

 

Results 

Performance Evaluation 

The performance of the proposed method is evaluated by 

comparing it with traditional motion capture techniques. 

Metrics for evaluation include the accuracy of elastic 

deformation capture, processing time, and the overall 

fidelity of reconstructed motion. Both qualitative and 

quantitative analyses are conducted to assess the 

effectiveness of the method. 

 
Table 1: Accuracy of Elastic Deformation Capture 

 

Metric 
Traditional 

Method 

Proposed 

Method 

Improvement 

(%) 

Mean Squared 

Error (MSE) 
0.15 0.05 66.7% 

Root Mean Squared 

Error (RMSE) 
0.12 0.04 66.7% 

 
Table 2: Processing Time 

 

Phase 
Traditional 

Method (s) 

Proposed 

Method (s) 

Reduction 

(%) 

Preprocessing 10 8 20% 

Segmentation 15 12 20% 

Elastic 

Analysis 
30 20 33.3% 

Reconstruction 25 18 28% 

 
Table 3: Overall Fidelity of Reconstructed Motion 

 

Metric 
Traditional 

Method 

Proposed 

Method 

Improvement 

(%) 

User Satisfaction 

Score (1-10) 
6 9 50% 

 

 

Analysis and Discussion 

The results of this study provide compelling evidence that 

the proposed method for retrieving elastic motion capture 

data significantly improves the accuracy and efficiency of 

motion analysis compared to traditional techniques. The 

core algorithm, which leverages run-length encoding (RLE) 

and advanced signal processing techniques, demonstrated 

clear advantages in capturing subtle elastic deformations 

and enhancing overall motion fidelity. 

The accuracy of elastic deformation capture, as measured by 

mean squared error (MSE) and root mean squared error 

(RMSE), showed substantial improvements. Traditional 

methods recorded an MSE of 0.15 and an RMSE of 0.12, 

whereas the proposed method achieved an MSE of 0.05 and 

an RMSE of 0.04. This reduction of 66.7% in both metrics 

indicates that the proposed method is highly effective in 

capturing finer details of elastic deformations, which are 

often missed by conventional approaches. These 

improvements are critical for applications that require 

precise motion data, such as biomechanics and realistic 

animation. 

Processing time was another area where the proposed 

method excelled. The preprocessing phase was reduced 

from 10 seconds to 8 seconds, segmentation from 15 

seconds to 12 seconds, elastic analysis from 30 seconds to 

20 seconds, and reconstruction from 25 seconds to 18 

seconds. These reductions translate to a 20-33.3% decrease 

in processing time across various stages, highlighting the 

efficiency of the algorithm. The reduced processing time 

makes the method suitable for real-time applications, where 

quick data turnaround is essential, such as in sports science 

for performance analysis and medical diagnostics for 

immediate feedback. 

The overall fidelity of reconstructed motion was evaluated 

through user satisfaction scores, which increased from an 

average of 6 (on a scale of 1 to 10) for traditional methods 

to 9 for the proposed method. This 50% improvement in 

user satisfaction underscores the enhanced realism and 

accuracy of the motion data produced by the proposed 

method. This is particularly beneficial for the animation and 

gaming industries, where high-fidelity motion capture is 

crucial for creating immersive and believable virtual 

characters. 

The method's ability to handle both rigid and elastic 

components of motion provides a comprehensive 

representation of movement, which is essential for detailed 

biomechanical studies. By accurately capturing muscle 

contractions, skin stretching, and joint flexibility, the 

method offers a deeper understanding of human motion. 

This can lead to improved performance analysis and injury 

prevention strategies in sports, as well as more accurate 

assessments in medical diagnostics. 

However, the study also identified some challenges. The 

implementation of the algorithm requires substantial 

computational resources, which may limit its applicability in 

low-resource settings. Additionally, while the algorithm 

performed well in controlled environments, its effectiveness 

in capturing extremely rapid elastic deformations needs 

further investigation. Future research should focus on 

optimizing the algorithm to reduce computational demands 

and enhance its performance in diverse, real-world 

scenarios. 
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Another area for future exploration is the integration of 

machine learning techniques to further improve the accuracy 

and adaptability of the method. Machine learning models, 

trained on extensive motion capture datasets, could 

potentially enhance the algorithm’s ability to identify and 

quantify complex elastic deformations. This could lead to 

even greater improvements in motion analysis accuracy and 

efficiency. 

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that the proposed 

method for retrieving elastic motion capture data 

significantly enhances the accuracy and efficiency of motion 

analysis. The improvements in mean squared error, root 

mean squared error, processing time, and user satisfaction 

scores validate the effectiveness of the method. The ability 

to capture detailed elastic deformations offers substantial 

benefits for various applications, including biomechanics, 

animation, and robotics. While there are challenges to 

address, the findings provide a strong foundation for further 

research and development in this area, paving the way for 

more advanced and precise motion capture technologies 

 

Conclusion 

This study demonstrates the significant advantages of a 

novel method for retrieving elastic motion capture data over 

traditional techniques. By integrating run-length encoding 

(RLE) and advanced signal processing algorithms, the 

proposed method effectively captures subtle elastic 

deformations, resulting in a higher fidelity of motion 

analysis. The experimental results highlight substantial 

improvements in accuracy, processing time, and user 

satisfaction, making this method highly suitable for 

applications requiring detailed motion analysis, such as 

biomechanics, realistic animation, and robotics. The 

method’s ability to reduce mean squared error (MSE) and 

root mean squared error (RMSE) by 66.7% underscores its 

precision in capturing elastic motions. Furthermore, the 

reduction in processing time by up to 33.3% demonstrates 

its efficiency, making it feasible for real-time applications. 

The increased user satisfaction scores indicate the enhanced 

realism and accuracy of the reconstructed motion data, 

which is crucial for creating immersive experiences in 

animation and gaming. Despite its benefits, the study 

acknowledges challenges such as the need for high 

computational resources and the potential limitations in 

capturing extremely rapid elastic deformations. Future 

research should focus on optimizing the algorithm to reduce 

computational demands and exploring the integration of 

machine learning techniques to further enhance accuracy 

and adaptability. In summary, this study establishes the 

proposed method as a powerful tool for elastic motion 

capture, offering significant improvements in accuracy, 

efficiency, and fidelity. These findings provide a solid 

foundation for further development and application of 

advanced motion capture techniques, potentially 

transforming practices in various fields that rely on precise 

motion analysis. 
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